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The Malay Family: Beliefs and Realities 
BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF MALAYSIA 
The Malay family system is the by-product of a complex interplay of historical and 
cultural circumstances. Historically, the Malays have been influenced by great civilizations 
from India, West Asia, China and recently Europe. To a degree, these civilizations left 
indelible marks on the social organization and, particularly, the family system. Cultural 
adaptation to the local environment, on the other hand, had induced the evolution of an 
indigenous family and kinship system distinctively different from the various exogenous 
influences. lnevitabily therefore, the Malay family system had integrated diverse elements 
within its structure and function. 
Demographk Background 
The latest census exercise ( 1991) has only released the preliminary count of  the 
population, giving a total figure of 17,566,985 people with 8,861,124 males and 8,705,858 
females, a male-female ratio of 102 males per 100 females. In terms of total households 
recorded, there has been a tremendous increase from the last two census. In 199 1 there were 
3,580,016 households as compared to 1,890,376 and 2,s 16,295 for 1970 and 1980 census. 
There is a notable42.396 increase in the number of households from the last census. In terms 
of household size too, there has been a marked decrease from the last census; the 199 1 gives 
an average figure of 4.91 persons as compared to 5.22 and 5.21 in 1980 and 1970 
respectively. The figure seems to indicate the success of the family planning scheme and 
other factors to control the rate of population increase. 
Malaysian census reports regularly categorise the population into ethnic groups. The 
preliminary count, however, has only provided the breakdown figures for states, districts 
and sex but not the ethnic groups. For our present purpose, the pre-census annual estimates 
could be used to indicate the ethnic composition of the total population. The 1988 
population estimates give the following hguns for ethnic composition of Malaysia: 
P 
Table 1 shows the Malays and other indigenous groups constitute the majority of the 
population. While the Chinese and Indians are the significant minority within the total 
population. The dominance of Malay number therefore justifies the choice to focus this 
study on them alone. This, however, does not assume that the Malaya and other indigenous 
groups am homogenous in all aspects of society and culture, especially their family systems. 
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T.Mc 1 POPULA7lON ESTIMATES BY ETHNIC GROUPS AND GENDER IN 1989 
Group Total % Malc % Female % 
(W) 
TOTAL 17,376.90 99.90 8.757.40 100.00 %,619..W 100.00 
There is, however, a greater structural similarity among themselves than with others. At the 
same time, the fact that they are indigenous, seems to indicate greater possibility of a stable 
cultural and ecological adaptation thus affording better opportunities to discuss the issues 
of beliefs and realities on family system. 
For the rest of the paper, the following topics wil.1 be dealt with: ideological 
background, the kinship systems, marriage and divorce, family size, the elderly, family life 
cycle, rural urban variation and the analysis of ideology and family system. 
Ideological Background 
Malays arc Muslims in practice and by definition. The Malaysian Constitution clearly 
defined a Malay as: 
a person who professes the religion of Islam, habitually speaks the Malay 
lmguage, conforms to Malay customs ... (Malaysia: Federal Constitution, 
160(2).) 
Noteworthy in this legal definition is the fundamental characteristics of being a Malay 
which include, apart from language consideration, the religion of Islam and customary 
practices or technically known as 'adat'. These two features, in fact, provided the bases 
upon which Malay beliefs and ideologies are founded. Understanding the integral function 
of Islam in Malay culture and the continuing dynamic of traditions or udut will provide a 
sound point of departute for analysing the ideological bases of Malay family system. 
Islam and Malay Soclcty 
Islam as a religion is fiercely monotheistic, admitting no likeness in any form to the 
unity of Ood (Allah). God the One, the Creator and the mast high, eternal and absolute. He 
begets not  nor is he begotten, Then is no om like Him (Quran: Section 112 ). 
The belief in the absolute unity of God and his attributes (sifat) constitutes the most 
fundamental precepts in the Islamic articles of faith. This is regularly recited in the simple 
formula called "Kdimah Shahadah" - the "sentence of testimony" which also includes the 
testimony that Muhammad is the messenger of God. Since God has no other likeness 
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hence God's messenger must be human, chosen by Him in order to reveal His word to 
mankind. 
Other articles of faith include the absolute belief in the existence of angels, God's 
choice of his human messengers, the devine revelation of the scriptures (the Torah, Injil, 
Zabur and Quran) as brought fonh by the messengers Abraham, Moses, Isa aod Muhammad, 
predestination (qada and qadar) and the hereafter, resurrection and the final day of 
judgement (hari akhirat). 
These fundamentals of faith focus the Muslim behaviour to a complete submission to 
the will of God (Allah) and to belief in the absolute reality of God's existence. A detailed 
treatment and clarification of the articles of faith provide the Muslims with a complete 
system of guidance upon which all other beliefs and behaviour are judged and measured as 
either true (benar) or false (batil) or deviation (kufur). The most serious deviation is 
polytheism (syirik). Muslims believe that God's revealation to man has only been the 
religion of Islam, From the creation of Adam to the find revealation through Mohammad. 
To the Muslims, therefore, Islam is the true religion revealed by God through all his 
messengers and the Quran is the final devine gift to mankind in the progression of human 
development. 
Islam is perceived as an all-encompassing religion (addin). Islamic scholars have 
identified five basic pillars of Islam: the testimony that there is no God but Allah, and 
Mohammad is the messenger of God, prayer five times a day at specified period, fasting in 
the month of Ramadhan, payment of Zakat - compulsory religious contribution, and 
pilgrimage (Haij) to Mecca whenever and wherever capable and peaceful at least once in 
a life time 
Like all religions, morality (akhlak) is the foundation of behaviour between man and 
God, men and man and man and environment. Islam, therefore, is the determinant of all 
other notions and behaviour. It is the underlying force for the emergence and transformation 
of personality, society and culture. 
Among Malays, Islam has indeed been the primal cause for radical social transformation 
in history. While the range of change varied among social groups and strata, yet tbe fact that 
Malays in Malaysia almost compIetely identify themselves widi 1dam indicate the fhdamental 
function of Islam in Malay society. 
Functional primacy, however, does not exclude other options that had emerged in 
society during the last 400 years of Islamisation. The varying degrees of integration of Islam 
did not completely oblitxate traditional and pre-Islamic social and cultural elements, Tbe 
dominant position of Islam had categorised other elements as non-Islamic or, in the case of 
traditional elements as adat. 
Adat, etimologically Arabic, distinguishes the Islamic from the pre-Islamic eIements 
in Arabian society (jahiliyah). Norms, value8 and ways of pre-Islam wen grouped together 
as adat. In the Malay coatex t, however, adat acquired an enlarged notion to include not only 
non-Islamic elements of society and culture but also the entirety of cultural elements of the 
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non-Islamic groups. As a result, adat was reinterpreted to mean the distinctive and 
traditional cultural~onfiguration of society as differentiated from purely Islamic elements. 
In Malay society, adat and lslam had come to function as a dual structural principles 
through which society is organised. This is reflected in the constitution of basic social 
inutitutims in politics, economy, kinship, family and stratification. 
Recent historical experience of Western imperialism further complicates the socio- 
cultural configuration of Malay society with new norms and values accepted and incorporated. 
A clear illustration of this situation is the structure of the kinship and family systems in 
which IsIamic, adat and British colonial laws have been incorporated. 
FAMILY AND HOUSHOLD CHA RACTERlSTlCS 
Islam and the Famlly 
Islamic laws do not specify the family system appropriate for the operation of 
religious processes and bchaviour. It does, however, indicate the kind of familial relations 
for limiting marriage partner, determining the range of guardian (wali) for giving a woman 
away in marriage and the devolution of property in case of death or divorce. This 
specification, to a large extent, is the incorporation of pre-Islamic Arabian family and 
kinship jtructures in Islamic society for the purpose of social organisation. ~ r a d i  t onally, the 
Arabian family was organized on the patrilineal &scent principle in which man play the 
major role and through them kinship links are accounted and recognized. As such the 
patrilineal hierarchy became the basis for guardianship, property devolution, poIitictli 
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leadership and social control. These features were incorporated into the texts of lsla~nic 
scripture - the Quran - as well as the prophetic traditions(Hadirh). To the Muslim, therefore, 
elements of patrilineality are religious injunctions, laws and parts of devine revelation. 
The power of guardianship is conferred only on patrilineal kinsmen and this notion is 
extended into the patrilineal tribal leadership. Today, Muslim Malays accepted and 
incorporated this patriarchal elements into their bilateral kinship system as part of Islamic 
elements for the purpose of marriage ritual, property division, leadership selection as well 
as religious functions. The hierarchy of guardianship for instance, is specified in figure I 
(see Figure I), 
For the putpose of giving away a daughter in marriage, the father is the principal wuli 
(guardian). In his absence, others can take over in accordance with the accepted order of 
precedence as indicated by the numbcrs 1 to 8. 
In terms of property division, Islamic laws (fruaid) specifically empower the male 
issue to receive do~ble the amount of property given to female. Thus, a son will receive 60% 
of the total and a daughter 30%. Even a wife/mother will not receive much more than her 
son on the death of her husband. This is, of course, a manifestation of patrilineal principle 
and the values of male supremacy associated with it. 
Figure 2: Muhrim: Non -permissible consanguines 
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The same may be said of the limit imposed on the choice of marriage partners. Kin 
members are categorised as non-permissable (mu hri m) and permissable (bu kan mu hrim) 
for marriage purposes. The muhrim are the female members of patrilineal descent. though 
matrilateral members are also included: (see Figure 2) 
Marriage ceremonies and rituals too are circumscribed by Islamic codes. The legality 
of a marriage is solely dependent on the solemnisation according to Islamic regulations 
(shariah). Both parties - the man and the woman - must contract the marriage by way of a 
formal offer (ijab) and acceptance (kabul) and conducted by the wali (guardian of the bride) 
and to be witnessed by two senior males in the community. The intrduction of legislative 
law has, however, necessitated an lslamic judge (qadi) to conduct the marriage either on 
behalf of the father (guardian) or asofficial witness to the entire contractual ceremony. This 
contract is then formally recorded in the register of marriage, signed by both partners and 
finalised by the religious official with his signature and official stamp. Traditionally, no 
official registration was necessary for marriage. The introduction of British law and legal 
administration has, however, standardised the process of family law administration. 
There are, therefore, integral Islamic elements in the Malay family system as a result 
of Islamisation and elements of English law in its administration. Islamic ideology tolerated 
the continuance of traditional Malay family and kinship system which is largely bilateral in 
nature. Even the small group of Malays who are organised on the matrilineal descent 
principle had to incorporate the patrilineal elements of lslam in their family organisation. 
These Malay family systems are now regarded as the traditional or adat system in relation 
to the Islamic system. 
Adat System 
Two adat systems discernible in Malay society are based on traditional bilateral and 
matrilineal kinship organisation. 
The bilorcral system (a& temenggong) The majority of Malays account kinship 
Iinks on bilateral arrangement. This feature had been the subject of studies by scholars such 
as Judith Djamour(1959), Kuchiba (1 979), Tsubouchi (1979), Mnedo ( 1978), Banks ( 1983) 
and several others. Malay conception of its own society divide i t  into a dichotomy: the udat 
temcnggong and adat perpatih. 
Adat, simply translated as customary practices, in fact is the traditional conception of 
total culture. The existence of two set of kinship systems - the bilateral (udat temenggong) 
and the matrilineal (adatperpotih) at once provide members of society a comparative basis 
upon which to distinguish the two systems of customary practices. The Malay bilateral 
, system does not differ very much from the classic description by J.H. Morgan and later 
elaborated by G.P. Murdock (1949, 1971). 
The family and kinship network is based the ever expanding bilateral linkages through 
descent and marriage. An ego as the centre of reference would have a series of connecting 
kin members based on consanguinity as well as affinity. The primary kin members having 
direct links witb ego would includehis father (bapu), mother (emu&), elder brother (abang), 
elder sister (hkuk), younger siblings (adik) and children (anak). Through hi# wife he 
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Figure 4: Cross-Linkage Of The Malay Family 
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establishes two sets of family - the family of orientation and family of procreation. Kuchiba 
(1979) provided an insight into the flexibility of this bilateral family in the context of his 
consideration of the Malay divorce and remarriage. According to him, "the facility for 
divorce and remarriage can prohably be ascribed to this flexibility of the Malay family ..... 
in which ego is qualified through divorce and remarriage of his parents for membership of 
families A, B, C, D since the real parent-child relationship does not change." (see Figure 3) 
At the same time ego's family would have recognisable cross-linkages with three sets 
of families: two sets of parental families and a set of children's families, all of which would 
open other linkages - consanguinal and affinal to him. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 
The bilateral system therefore, by the very nature of its constitutions, would foster 
what Maeda (1975) called a 'family circle' which emphasises the flexible membership 
without a clearcut and fixed boundary. The fluctuating membership places on the primary 
family groups - the family of orientation and the family of procreation - the major burden 
of ensuring continuity to family functions. They repre.sent also the interchanges with which 
other linkages arc activated in various situation whenever call for family suppon and 
assistance are needed. 
The bilateral system seldom specify the exact boundary at which family circle ends. 
Outside the circle of immediate family, others are generally classified as suutiaru-maru 
(kindred). They are further distinguished as saudara-mura cIekut (close kindred), suuclcrra 
mum jauh (almost kindred) or bau bacang (distance relatives of unspecified degrees). 
The domestic family unit therefore is the only corporate group in the entire range of 
kinship netwok in the bilateral system. Individual family usu~lty constitute a household 
which may be slightly modified by the presence of other collateral or adopted members. 
This, of course, depends very much on the phases of family development. The .senior the 
family the more advance is the erosion of membership. This topic will be further elaborated 
later. 
7'he mafnIinealcommunily (crdatperpalih). A small group of Malays on the central 
West coast of Peninsula Malaysia within the state of Negeri Sembilan and northern part of 
Melaka, practice the matrilineal system or locally known as u(lut ycrpt ih .  Presumably 
brought by migrants from the Minangkabau highland of West Sumatra the system has 
undergone modifications through local adaptation and other external influences. The major 
features of matriliny, however, remained the characteristics of the community. 
Mat~ilinesrl descent principle organises the community into twelve named matriclans 
(suku): biduanda, sri melenggang, butu hampar. tanah dalur. seri Iemak. mungkal, tiga 
h t u ,  tiga nenek, poya kumbah, anak melaka, anuk aceh, and batu belong. Due to migration 
as well as txogamic marriage principle each matriclan spread all over the area to cover not 
only large areas but also to subdivide into subctans.in outlying areas. At pre.sent, clan groups 
exist side by si& with f&r or five others in a village. Villagers on a community are, 
therefore, members of specific matriclans interconnected with each other by ei ther common 
descent or clan exogamy. 
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Each suku (matriclan) is composed of members, male and female, who cue connected 
through common female members. They hold the belief that they were once thedescendants 
of a common ancestress and therefore regards each other as "brothers and sisters" (se suku 
se waris). Every suku has its own chief, a male member called 'Lembrrga' and he is elected 
from among the chiefs of subclans or lineages. Modern system of administration inherited 
from British colonialism has changed the free pattern of election of Lvmbagu by imposing 
a higher authority, the territorial chief (undang luak) to confirm the elected Lcmhagu. The 
Undang Lvak is a tenitorial chief of one of the tenitories in the confederation of Nine States 
(Negeri Sembilan). He is also elected from among the subclans legitimately recognized by 
customs to inherit the position and title of undang luak. The undun~ luuk presides over an 
adat council - tiang baiai - to consider cases of adat transgression as well as to confirm the 
election of clan chief by his clan members. 
The territorial chief is, therefore, dependant on his clan for position and power. There 
are four major territorial chiefs who form a council to select the state ruler - Yumruan Brsur 
from among the relatives of a deceased ruler. Assisted by five other minor territorial chiefs 
they confirmed and installed a new ruler of the State. 
Technically, the Yamtuun Besur symbolises the unity of the matriclan tenitorid units. 
He has no territorial power, only a limited territorial precinct for the construction of his 
pdace and family residence. He is totally supported by the people through the council of 
territorial chiefs. 
British colonial intervention in the affairs of the Malay states at theend of lost century 
introduced the idea of a fixed and legitimate king in a system of traditional Malay 
confederation where the king is a mere figurehead installed by the people through the 
territorial chiefs. With the evolution of a modern nation-state and democratic practices, the 
traditional confederation was gradually transformed into a unitary stilte where leaders from 
modem political parties largely control the political power and state finance. Traditional 
leaders have to content with limited power of.sclecting and installing the ruler but has little 
political power to influence the total affairs of state. The modern political W r s  through 
the State Legislative Assembly passed laws, execute policies and determined the pattern of 
expenditure. The power of government is therefore totally rested in the hand of politicians, 
bureaucracy and the supreme rule. The traditional territorial and dan structure are merely 
an adjunct to an otherwise powerful modem bureaucratic system. 
The people nonetheless continue to be organised dong the traditional clan system 
(suku). Tbey are further subdivided into subclans and minor linages with various names. 
The subctms are, of course, the splinter clan groups which migrated and spread into other 
settlement mas.  Tbey, however, maintained their identity by retaining the clan name and 
adding the name of the mw locality as further affiliation. 
8 
Lineages (yrrut) are, however, the basic matrilimnl groups in which members could 
actually trace their kinship relations with each other. The depth of kinship linkages are 
limited since the function of a linage is limited to inheritance of landed property and 
selection of a lineage chief (buapak) The buapak as chief has very limltcd power. Hc is an 
informat arbiter in his linage for simple disputcasuch as irrheritance or manioge Even in 
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all these he may not be fully consulted since Iand administration is within the jurisdiction 
of the modem administrative officer called District Office. Marriage is also administered by 
the District religious officer, so that the Buapak is reduced to mere nominal chief. 
Needless to say, the lineage chief remains a feature of social organisation in village 
life. Within the lineage is to be found the smallest unit - the domestic family. 
The matrilineal family is an autonomous unit within the network of kinship. Theoretically, 
theclan or subclan has much say in the ownership of landed property and has the preemption 
to determine Iand disposal. Intrusion of modem land law has almost totally changed this 
traditional common ownership of land. Individual titles on land introduced by British 
administration has left the family with autonomous power of ownership and disposal of 
property. As such, clan members have little say in the affairs of other members especially 
with regards to lands. Only close family members who are registered in the land title would 
have any power to determine its inheritance or disposal. 
Matrilineal family is very much like the bilateral family in which it generally consists 
of mamied couple and their unmarried children. Marriage, however, is the crucial issue in 
the organisation of matrilineal system. 
Like other matrilineal system the Malay matriliny practices exogamy at clan, subclan 
or lineage levels. Depending very much on traditional practices, exogamy may be practised 
at the higher clan level whereby members wo~~ld have to find marriage partners from 
members of other clans. This means that a clan is a receiver of bridegroom. The recipient 
clan is known as tempat semenda and the in-coming bridegroom as orang scmendu. 
Relationship between the tempat sementla and orang semenda is always one of ambivalence 
since the power structure in matrilineal system seems to gravitate at two different loci. The 
mother's brother (tua) is always the figure of authority in his sister's household which is also 
his natal household. He is, on the other hand, an orang semenda in his wife natal household. 
The husband as a father is also an in-coming member of his wife natal household in spite 
being the power holder for his sister's household. There is therefore an inherent contradiction 
among power holders. Potential conflict between male members and female me'mbers of 
Figure 5: Matrilineal Power Structure 
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two different elms exists as they m enjoined by exogamic principle. Figure S illustrates 
this situation. 
ABC an the heads of their respective families but also the chief to their sisters' 
households. They are, therefore, the power figures in their clan but are also the in-coming 
husbands in their wife natal households. l h c i r  status and power are counterbalanced by the 
different positions they hold. Conflict is normally lessened by this countervailing situations. 
Sisters are potentially protective of their brothers in the face of maltreatment by their wives. 
A; the same time, brothers are concerned of their sisters at the hand of their husbands who 
may be abusive. 
Within the household, however, a father is further countervailed by the lack of 
economic resources which are of necessity in the hand of his wife. Inherently, he is 
counterbdanced by his son who is now the full member of his mother's clan and the inheriter 
of power from his uncle-mother's brother. Hence, he can check his father by regarding him 
as an in-coming member and he being riow the member of the receiving clan group. 
Unlike the bilateral family where flexibility enables the husband or children to shift 
location and residence as he chooses from among three possibilities (see figure 3), the 
matrilineal family specifically narrowed its linkages to those focussed on the mother only. 
Even if a father remarries, he is in no position to choose to live with his father because His 
stepmother may not be from his clan and he is himself from another clan. At the same time, 
his children are from another clan too. Islamic influence, however, modified the Malay 
matrilineal structure slightly in imposing the importance of the father in a family. He would 
otherwise be an outsider in his own family of orientation. 
Islam has emphasized the importance of the stnrctuml position of the father as wall 
who is provided with the power to take care of his family and children. He is the one who 
gives his daughter away in marriage or pronounce the divorce in case of seperation from his 
wife. He, therefore, plays a crucial role in the life of his family. In the context of the adat 
perpatih, here is where the real conflict lies. The father is ernpowed by Islam to look after 
his domestic family and at the same time he is the mother's brother who is empowered by 
adat to protect his sister's family. The husband-brother conflict over a wife-sister in a 
matrilineal family is real and ofken erupts into family division and dissention. Among 
Muslim Malays, however, this potentially disruptive situation seems to have been resolved 
by allowing Islamic codes to take precedence over adat as provided far by A t  
principles: 
Adat berjendi s y a d  (adat is based on religious law, 
syumk bersendi kitab Allah. religious law is b d  an M ' s  Book.) 
Adat law dso provides mechanism for a change of establib#d principles by way of 
coacensos decisions: 
mja adat pada mu@bt (ruler of adat is conansur.) 
To r certain txturt, thenfm, adat wma am changsdand modified to sccom-tc 
Islamic rules which am brrsed on patrilineal rud b i l H  principles. 
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Tbe three major principles of organisation and codes - Mlaterali ty, matriliny and Islam 
- provide tbe Mday family the bases for constnrctim and suucturation. Much of family 
proccsscr and organisations would have to take cognizance of these principles of organisa- 
tion. 
Marriage in Malay society is governed by Islamic l a w  (Shariah) which is already 
formally enacted under tha various funily laws of the States of Malaysia. Eech State has 
empowered its Islamic Religious Council to administer the law in relation to mamiage, 
divorce, division of proper@ as well as alimony and custody of children. 
ManJsge construction in Malay society beginswith the idea of the coming of 
marriageable age at tbe onset of puberty for girls and at slightly later age for boys. This, 
however, has changed radically due to social transformation during the last thm or four 
ckcades. The sprcad of educational opptunity with increasing level of attainment among 
school-leaven h v e  generally led to occupational mobility and migration into urban centres 
and industrial areas. Eve. those who ham low level of educational attainment cspeci~ily 
boys, bave moved out of their vi1,lages to find new occupations in industrial zones and urban 
centres and they are different from those related to agriculture w fishing in tirditional 
villages. Migration and occupation J mobility have led to on increase in age at first marriage 
during the Iast t h r a  interansul periods. Table 2 illustmtes the position from 1947 for both 
male and female. 
T&& 2 MEAN AGE AT FIRSTMARRIAGE BY SE%. 1947-80 
Sown: Saw S w a  Hock (1988: 152) 
It is  noteworthy that the mcan age at first marriage has increased tremendously amwg 
wonm ascompared to mea from 1947. Tht age gap between them narrows down from 6.3 
ycrnr to just about 3 years thus almost equalling each other for the present. 
At tbc atam time, them is 8 alight variation between rural and urban dwellers in terms 
. of awn age at firM madage for both male and female. This is perhaps due to the extension 
of tbe Nnl d n r d c  iato a r b  setting rmong Malays who have just moved into urban areas 
in larger numbera during the last couple of ckcades, Compared to the other racial groups in 
Malaysia, Malays mean age at first marriage remains low. 
'Ihe fact that maniage Is  contractad means also that the majority of population would 
haw I d  their h i @  and houttebdd at b t  cma during their life time 'I'here is, 
however, mother poraiblty whcmby a M 8 l n  portion of population mdncd single 
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throughout their life thus precluding family formation. 'lhis situation seems to have increase 
through the years since the 1947 census. Table 3 reveals that the proportion that remained 
single had increased h m  25.3% in 1947 to 38.6% in 1980 for males and fiom 8.6% to29.4% 
for females. It is revealing that the Malay females has tremendously slowed down thcir 
marriage option with a &amittic increase in the portion of female remaining single 
throughout life. Modern economic situation whereby female participation had dramatically 
increased especially in certain service a t o n  such as teaching awl nursing as well as in 
certain industrid sector such as in electronic industry had absorbed much of female labour 
to the effect that not only it delays their marriage but also allows economic independence. 
This contributes to the high proportion that prefers single life. 
PROPORTION OF SINGLE PERSONS AGED I5 AND 
OVER DY SEX A N D  RACE, I W7-80 





Source: Saw Swec Hock (1988: 1 59) 
Related closely to family formation is the pattern of divorce which reflects family 
stability. 
The lslamic Law Enactments govern tbe process of maniage Md divorce among 
Muslims. By law and tradition marriage dissolution is allowed in any of the four different 
ways. A common method i s  for the husband to pronounce 'taka& ' (divorce) once. twice or 
thrice in front of his wife to effect a divorce. Pronouncement for once or twice will divorce 
a wife but they may be reconciled after a period of 100 days - the t d h h  pctiad. If the talak 
is pronounced thrice the divorce is irrevocable and the couple cannot be remamad unless 
she married another man ond is subsequently divorced by him. 
The second method isparoh in which a divorce Is granted to a wife by a kadi (religious 
judge) in urcc wbue the husband deserts md fails to maintain the wih. 0th possibility 
of patoh would be lrvhere thc husband is imporcnt or rapudiatts Islam. 
The third metbod is kwwn as torrlik which tefets to tbe special conditions attached to 
marriage attract by law. A divorct could be m e d  to the w i b  if il  an be estabttshcd 
that the husband hm failed to fulfil Ms digations of maintenam for a Qeriod of three 
months. 
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Finally, a divorce may be affected by khulu or tebus talak in which the wife seeks a 
divorce from a reluctant husband by offchng him a sum of money as compensation for 
abrogating the marriage contract. 
In g e d ,  there is a higher rate ofdivorce among Malays as compared to other groups 
in Malaysia. For both males and females between 1947 to 1980 all groups in Malaysia 
display a declining trend, yet the Malays had a higher incidence than others. This is more 
pronounced for females then for males. 
An examination of the trend (Table 4) among Malays reveals that at a higher age group 
the proportion of divorce increases. 
PROPORTION OF DIVORCED PERSONS IN THE MALAY POPUUnON 
BY SEX AND ACiE GROUP. 1947-80 
Mak Female 
Group 
1947 1957 1970 1980 1947 1957 1970 1980 
SoWEe: SIw Swee Hack (1988:164) 
This is true for every period of census. Nevertheless, there is  a continuous reduction 
in tbe proportion from 1947 to 1980. (Table 5 )  
PROPORTlON OF DlVORCED PERSONS AGED 15 AND OVWI 
BY SEX AND RACE, 1P47-80 
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The rise in the proportion of divorces with old age among Malay women may reflect 
not only the possibility of divorce but also the ksscr opportunity for remarriage. With 
economic dtvelopment the possibility of not wanting to remany at all is greater since a 
divorce would be able to be economically self-supporting for themselves and their children. 
By any account, Malays experience much greater family instability as reflected in the 
high rate of divorce. A survey of family life in 1988/89 indicated that of all first marriage 
contracted by women of age 15 to 49 years nation-wide 5.8% ended in divorce. For Malays, 
the figure is 8.4%. 
Kuchiba (1979: 32f) provided an insight into the possible reason for the prevalence of 
divorce among Malays based on his observation of marriage and divorce in a district in the 
state of' Kcdah (Northern Malay Peninsula). The Malay family structure, he says, is pnrt of 
the reason contributing to divorce and not the inherent nature of Islamic law which allows 
divorce to occur. Kuchiba outlined six reasons for the recurrance of divorce in Malay 
society, namely: 
(i) Married couples are socially immature when they marry thus giving rise to 
possibility of divorce during the fust two years of married life. In most cases, 
poor relationship with in-laws contributed largely to the break-up. 
(ii) Extreme weakness of kindred circle to impose restraints on married couple in 
the event of tensions in their relationship. Only when m a n i d  couple are related 
as kin members that kindred may work hard to deter the break up. 
(iii) Competition of conjugal relationships between spouses and consenguinal 
relationships between parents and their children facilitates much of divorce. 
Patcntal relations are stronger that conjugal relations that divorce is preferable. 
The fetling in marriage union is wtaker and offers little obstacle to divorce. 
(iv) Children is not a cause for cementing a mamage. A married Is, in fact, 
fra to move into their father's, mother's or any of the grandparent's house in 
the event of a divorce. 
(v) Much of the ideology of marriage is based on mystical harmony (mksi), accord 
(sesuai) and agreement (setujn) of the contracting partners. The Malay views 
marriage as determined by Devinc Will I taMir )  and divorce is om's fate and 
determined by God. 
(vi) Thc nature of Malay family structure allows divorce to occur. A married person 
 retain^ his natal family &atus and membership for as long as the family nmaim 
in tact. He or sbe is able to find support and refuge in the natal family in the event 
of adivorce. The natal family, therefom, functions as an emotional and mat#irrl 
support system for its members so long as it persists. 
Awcba aspect of mamiage in the Malay society is h e  possibility of polyymy and 
multiple &ages. Whik the lslamic irr d l o m  polygyny to oenu the incidents of 
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polygamous union is extremely low. Though no statistic exist to account for its small scale. 
village studies indicate that only about five to six male in a village would be involved in 
polygamous marriage. The high incident of divorce, however, lcods to multiple or plural 
marriages among both male and female. The 1970 and 1980 census figures indicate that at 
least 26% and 19% of Malay hadmarried twice respectively. For male, at least 22% and 16% 
bad done so for the same census yews. The characteristic trends is for divorce to occur at 
senior age level both for male and female and similar trend may be observed for cases of 
remaniage. Studies by Kuchiba (1979), however, indicate that most remarriages occur 
during the period of early marriage at the age of 25 to 45 years. Very little remarriage occur 
at old age. 
A study in 1984/85 on the stability of first marriage among women indicated that by 
the end of the 10th year, 96% of first marriage remained intact with about 3% already having 
second marriage. By the end of 20th year of marriage, 92% of first marriage remained intact 
but about 6% already in second marriage and less than 1% already in third and fourth 
marriage. As khe number of mamed years increased the likelihood of multiple mrrniage 
increases for at least 10% to 24% of women after first marriage. There is, therefore, a certain 
proportion of family instability but not a total dissolution of family life. The family as an 
institution therefore remained important in society. 
Family SIze 
The 198485 Family Survey indicated that the younger the mnmage cohort the lower 
the size of completed family. Thus, the older married cohort in 1955-59 had an average 
family size of 6.4 and was expected increase of up to 6.6 children while the family size 
expectation tend to fall for the younger cohorts the rate of decline seems to diminish. 
Table 6 from the 1984/85 family survey indicates that for ev?ry interval of five year 
cohorts, the family size expectation is less than one child, reaching an average of 5 children 
for a period of 30 years. For instance, those married during the interval of 1960-64 have 5.5 
children and expected to have 5.9 children. For the following decade, 1970-74 the mamage 
cohort has 3.7 children and expected to have 4.9, a reduction by one child. By the following 
decade, 1980-84, the actual size for the younger cohort is  1. I but expected to have 4.2 
children which is a reduction of only 0.7. The rate of reduction therefore diminishes to rexh 
a ccrtnin minimal level of around four children as the ideal size. The wider use of fnmily 
planning has contributed much to the reduction in fertility. 
AVERAOE NUMBER OFCHILDKEN W R N  AN11 EXlDWl'E;.D 
TO CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN BY MARRIAGIJ COHORT* 
7%e Malay Family: Beliefs and Realities 
0 Manied Child Living in a SepPnts Hagcbdd 
Fii0t~6: The Stages Of The Family Cuwr 
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Fertility - 
Malaysian fertility was characterized by a high rate during the immediate postwar 
period up to 1957. The period since then was dominated by a general downward movement. 
While there were occasional small increases in certain years the general mnd now is for the 
fertility indicators to decline perceptibly. The percentage change in the totd number of birth 
had decline from araund 16% in 1947 to less then 1% in 1983. The crude birth rate changes 
from 43.2% in 1947 to a slight increase in 1957 to 46.1 % but since then it has decline to 
29.9% in 1983. The same trend is observed for the gross reproduction rate which was about 
3.1% in 1957 to about 1.8% in 1988. 
Among Malays in particular there had been a general decline in the gross reproduction 
rate since 1957 when it was recorded at 2.9% to 2.2% for 1983. There is, however, a slight 
turn around in the rate from 1978 when it was recorded at 2.0% and now it has continuously 
risen to 2.2% in 1983. Other factors such as the rise in the age at first marriage and the decline 
in family size through various reasons are, however, mitigating the possibility of further 
increase in the fertility trend of the society. 
The Elderly 
Of the total population, no discernible trend could be observed among the elderly. The 
proportion has increased slightly from 4.8% in 193 1 to 5.9% in 1984. In  absolute figures, 
however, there has been a notable increase in the number of population aged 60 years and 
over. In 1921 thenumber was 161,800or5.596 of total population. By the 1980 census it rose 
to 640,200 persons or 5.9% of total population. The mid-1989 estimate put the figure at 
1,013,900 persons or 5.8%. While the proportion seems to indicate a low level of aged 
population the absolute number is large enough to have critical implication on the welfare 
capacity of the country and the family. Together with population of 14 years and below 
while in 1989 was 6,458,900 or 37.2% of total population, the totnl dependency would be 
wound 43% or 7,472,800. This places a heavy strain on the we1 fare system. There is now 
a concerted effort to encourage family members to undertake the case of the elderly within 
the household instead of allowing them to stay in old-age homes. The concept of "caring 
society" bas motivated a strong move to keep family intact especially for elderly members. 
Family Ute Cyck 
Malay family composition, especially in the villagers, shows greater diversity than 
urban groups in Malaysia. Based on the bilateral organisation principle several classes of 
kin members could nsidc with any family to form the household This diversity is clearly 
show in the types of family structure formed during its life cycle. Table 7 indicates the 
static situation found in various locations by a number of researchers during the last 25 
v. 
Kucbiba (1979: 40) proviQed a &tailed pattern of family composition as a process of 
developments. (See Figure 6)  
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Table 7 FORMS OF RURAL AND URBAN HOUSEHOLD/FAMILY: A COMPARISON 
Household I)pu Nuclear Extended O~hers 
Ruml Anas 
A. M a r  Badof ( 1963) 
M.G. SwUi (1965) 
P.J. W i l m  (1967) 
Abu H~ssrn Chhmrn (1971) 
Zahl Klhg ( 1969) 
H. Slrange (1981) 
Y8p U M ~  ( 1911) 
T. Chchl(l977) 
M. Kuchiba (lW9) 
Y. Tsubochi (1 979) 
N. Mae& (1979) 
Urban Areas 
Rokiah T~lib (1 969) 54.70 34.90 10.40 
Khndijah Hj. M u t u m d  ( 1  969) 73.00 6.00 21.00 
R. hovenchcr (197 1) 38.40 28.40 33.60 , 
AWul Maulud Yusof (1976) 22.00 69.60 8.40 I 
Azizrh Kwsim (1985) 45.00 29.00 26.M) 1 
Yaacob Hvun (1988) 98.00 2.00 - 
- 
Olhcn include household8 consisling olsingle pcrsons. husband and wbfc. s~ngk p ~ t u  a d  ch~ldrcn. nuclear Lirm~ly 
ud lodgcn, group or unrnarricd men or women, grandparen1 Pnd gnndchildrcn. ctc. 
Source: adaped from Azizah Kassim (1990) 
He divided the developmental cycle into eight stages beginning from ego as a single 
person and forming a family with a spouse as stage 11. From then on the family expanded 
and developed into stage I11 whereby the nuclear family emerges with a pair of parents and 
their unmarried children. This is followed by stage IV in which theeldest child begins to start 
a new cycle by getting married. Stage V is charilcterisecl by the beginning of a new 
household when the first marriedchild breakup to form his own nuclear family thus creating 
the first fission in the natal family, leaving it alightly denuded. Stage V1 appears when the 
second child marry off and continue to stay in his natal family thus another process of 
expansion and probably fission may occur. By the time the final child marry off and 
probably left the family as well, the parents would be on their own again, thus  completing 
the cycle at stage V11 until finally one of them p d  away to leave rr single person 
household and totally completing the family developmentd cycle. Table 8 illustrates the 
process and the actual situation that occur at village levels. 
In moat of thc family developmental cycle it is at the nuclear family stage that is to 
be found a variety of membership. A part from the coople and thcir unmarried childm other 
members ipclude om's spouse unmarried childnn and adopted forter children. Another 
common feature is the stage V1 in which a nuclear faqily has other collateral us well us 
generatiom1 members within its household. The other members would include p e n t ,  
dived children, grandchildren and collateral kin. 
At the same time, with the expansion of the nuckar family into the txtbEdGd fbrm, 
a certain amount of denunciation of members begin to occur e8pccial'ly with tbc death of 
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children, one of thq'parents and more frequently one of the spouse. Kuchiba's data indicate 
that at least 34 families out of a total 180 or 19% lost one of the spouse at stage IV, V cmd 
VI. Tbis mans thni as the family develops not only are new members appear to expud its 
size and composition but also older members in the grand parental and parental generations 
begin to pass-away to den& the family. Household htad may pass-away to form what may 
be called r truncated family form until finally the singJe person rerrpperv to complete the 
cycle. 
Rural and Urtmn Variation 
In both the rum1 and urban areas the nuclear family predominates ranging from 22% 
to u high as 98% (Table 7). 
The ocher form defined rur the extended family exists in varying degrees in both sreru. 
The rural m a  i8 not neccsssrily the location for exrended family s i n a  the data from Strange 
(19W) only indicate a negligible number. The reverse is also tnre of the urban area where 
extended families arc found from 8s low as 2% to as high as 70%. This means also that there 
is  not only a continuity of family form but a strong probability that as the family establishes 
itself in any utban location and further mu!tiplies ita membership i t  becomes toorad and 
' evattually staMiscs its position in a network of kin members. Not only a notwork of nuclear 
Am11k appear but alm, with limited lrud resouras which is a c o m m  characterielic of 
ucba mas, extended family has to develop to accommodate youngar families and older 
members. New househddo will only appear as the younger family begin to acquire the 
capcity to own property and resoumu. Nowrdpys, with highat rate of rural-utbrur 
migdm the likelihood of the axpamion of family network is greater. This is even mon 
prabsWs with the lwilebility of tow- and madium-cost housing in urban areas thus 
rffadhy the l001- of migrwt W l k .  
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Womea in the Labour Force 
Ihe preliminary report of the latest population census places female population at 
49.6% of the total population. Of the total working population during the last two decades 
since 1970 the proportion of female workers in all sectors has steadily increased and in  
certain areas have even outnumbered the man. In terms of occupational distribution, in 
1990, women were mainly in agricultural (28.1 %), production and related works (22.3%). 
services and clerical (14.1 %), sales (1 1.4%). professional and technical (9.4%) and 
administrative and managerial (0.6%). There had been a steady increase in the employment 
of women in all sectors of the economy from 31.0% in 1970 to 35% in 1990. Manufacturing 
has seen a notable increase in the employment of women workers from 28.1 % in 1970 to 
46.4% in 1990. The commercial services such as wholesale, retail, hotel and restaurant had 
experienced an increase of women participation from 18.2% in 1970 to 38.6% in 1990. The 
same may be said of financial services such as financial institution, insurance, real estate, 
and commercial services where women had increased participation from 29.5% in 1980 to 
34.2% in 1990. The social services also saw an increase from 28.0% in 1970 to 37.9% in 
1990. 
An interesting development in the employment of women in the various sectors is the 
decrease in their presence within the agricultural and forestry sector from 38.0% in 1970 to 
34.4% in 1990. The shift from an agricultural emphasis to the manufacturing in-the 
country's development had affected the womcn participation and their geographical 
mobility. More of them have moved into the urban areas where the manufacturing and 
services are located and left the tmdi tlond rural areas where agriculture had predominated. 
The tremendous increase in the employment of womcn can be seen in  the various 
industrid occupations (Table 9). In 1970, of the total number of women employed the 
* majority were in agriculture (67.9%). By 1990, this was reduced to 28.2%. On the other 
hand, therewas a radical increase in the manufacturing from 8.1 % iu 1970 to 24.3% in 1990. 
In wholesale, retail, hotel and restaurant the increase was from 5.8% to 19.7%; and a steady 
increase in the aocial services and self-employment from 16.4% to 2 1.4%. 
The Inrge number of women employed in various sectors are of course the result of 
educational opportunity which provided equality to both male and fcmalc children. In fact, 
girls seem to have achieved better educational attendance and grades at various levels in 
school. In 1970, there were only 46.8%,40 6%,42 6% and 29.1% girls at primary, lower 
secondary, upper secondary and university grades. This situation changed in 1990 to the 
following: 48.6%, 50.55, 59.3% and 44.5% girls at the various educational levels. 
Obviously, tbty haw outdone the male students at secondary levels and evcntudly in the 
tertiary level. 
In the poot-secondary colleges (non-university kvel), the teachers arc dominated by 
w o w 1  with 56.1 % while technical and management they make up rm average of 36% of 
the total enrollment. Within the universities, girl students domimtes in the arts courses at 
64.8% with other cwrseq at the following percentages: 44.0% sciences, 22.046 vocational 
and 35.9% technical. Education and employment tkrefm, are wltn#lring a phcnome~~l 
of equality of opportunity for male and f e d e  with the employment of women in various 
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sectors of the economy and in educational enrolment at all levels increasing tremendously. 
While the trend seems to indicate n pattern of choice in the non-technical fieid, more of arts 
mi therefore the services nonetheless women have not been left in all areas of life and 
education. 
FAMILY AND RELIGION 
As already indicated in the early sections, lslam as the religion of the Malays is the 
major determinant of family life. Family construction is fundamentojly an lslamic marriage 
contract in which the husband and wife is legally enjoined by the religious officials. While 
formal religious laws governing family life in general and marriage in particular exist in the 
classical works of individual lslamic jurist (fuquha) nonetheless modern situation has 
indeed been relentlessly influenced by polygenous sources. 
Traditional family structure and kinship system, be i t  bilateral or matrilineal, set the 
framework for family construction. The coming of Islamic elements during the last five 
centuries and British colonial law in 20th Century, have slightly modified the existing 
indigenous structure merely to accommodate certain marriage and familial processes. Yet, 
in tenns of ideology, the determinant norms of behaviour, values and beliefs, the lslamic 
principles shape the pattern of family relations and individual behaviour. lslamic codes and 
values further supplemented traditional adat norms largely through the existence of a more 
literate interpretations of the Islamic holy book, the Quran, and the Prophet's traditions 
(hadith). Further formalisation of codes nnd values was the resultant impact of British 
colonial laws which introduced statutory and legislative institutions to promulgate family 
laws deliberately. 7 k  family now is the resultant products of the interplay of multifarious 
influences both from wtsi& and inside the society. 
The reality of life in a Malay family nowadays is, of course, a reflection of the three 
major influences - the traditional adat, the lslamic religion and the Western influence which 
comes through modem mass media especially the elechonic media. 
To a certain extent therefore, rr Malay family is beset with conflicting influences and 
is trying to accommodslte them in the best possible manner. Traditional adat values and 
norms have maintained some form ofcontinuity and unity of the family as a basic social unit 
within the community. This is largely supported by Islamic family codes which to a large 
extent coterminous with traditions. 
Behaviour, for instwe, Is regulated by the trnditional values of budi (etiquette) and 
bohusa (language). The term budi bahm summed up the kind of proper behaviour an 
' individual should display both in the privacy of family life and in public. This is much in 
line with morality (akhlak) as enjoined by Islamic teachings. To this extent then, udar and 
lslam are in complete agreement. 
Modem life has opentd up the family to exogenous influences especially with the 
portrayal of other pattern of behaviwr in family shows over television or the pictures in 
printed media. Morality and 'good' bnhaviour seems to be the common &nomimtor for all 
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family life, in d l  societies, be it East or West, yet the manner and pattern of expressing and 
achieving them seems to differ tnmendously. Thc terms of address among close family 
members, for instance, are basically generational, therefore hierarchical for Malays. Yet, 
the pattem of intergenerational quality and permissiveness portmyed by film media over 
television introduceda kind of alternative behaviour to Malay children in their socialisation. 
Parents who are already conditioned by traditional norms find it difficult to accept their 
children acquiring the 'Western' patterns as portrayed. This creates a variety of reactions on 
the part of parents and society as a whole. While some parents would not really reject the 
new alternative pattern, the majority of others however, return to traditional and religious 
teachings for guidance in the face of what is regarded as 'bad influence' which tend to 
destroy family values. 
The negative perception townrds Western influences and values are further compounded 
by youth culture largely portrayed by 'decadance' rock music and culture. This has become 
the major themes for television and feature movies which of course function as o kind of 
'self-fulfilling prophecy' to the creation and construction of modem family life and youth 
culture. 
, 
The family then is a phenomenon of conflicting values and norms in the process of 
change and accommodation to an alternative pattern of life. The family forms would 
probably remain but an increasing process of fission of the traditional extended family may 
give way to the dominance of the nuclear family. Further development would witness the 
emergence of the conjugal family type where husband and wife become the fundamental 
structural unit in the family. 
External development such as urbanisation, rising income level, geographical mobility 
and greaterexposure to global culture would ptrhaps firnhcr inff uena the family structure 
to the disadvantage of &aditions and religious beliefs. Needless to say, for every ection 
elsewhere there would always be a reaction in society. It is probable that familid reaction 
to the negative external influtna to traditional family life would be to reject or partially 
accept new alternatives. The rcdity of family life and their attendant betiefs, therefor&, 
depends so mucb on pragmatic reactions to current situations in spite of traditions and 
religion. 
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